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Dear Sirs

Please allow me to introduce our company.

The Company.

We are a polish company based in south east part of the country in Lublin area.             
Our company is a supplier of good quality polish agricultural products, our mainly supplied 
commodity is locally cultivated kidney beans (details below).

The area we are based is surrounded with villages where kidney beans are cultivated, the 
raw material comes directely from local aproved producers, and in our premises we clean, 
sort, calibrate and pack products to specification required by our customers.  

To process the pulses we constantly uprading our processing equipment to reach the best 
possible quality product.

We have an internal laboratory where we check the quality of raw material delivered by 
aproved producers, our labotatory is also in close contact with laboratories of our partners 
to make sure the product we supply within specification required.

The product.

We would like to present and offer our kidney beans, they are cultivated in one of the 
cleanest parts of the country which is Roztocze in south east Poland. Our polish beans are
always highly rated for its nutritional values and taste. In recent years collection process is 
become more automated and machines that are used in harvest and after harvest product 
processing are very modern and designed to handle kidney beans product.                         

At the local soil cultivation is carried out mainly on the basis of organic fertilizers which 
contributes to the fact that our fruit, vegetables and other agricultural crops have a much 
lower content of nitrate from crops grown in other regions.
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The advantages of cooperation with us:

Poland is well known as a big producer and exporter of apples and kidney beans to other  
worlds markets so you can trust our quality.

From our side we can offer stability of supplies and high quality product at competative 
prices.                 

                                                                                                            

We supply a good quality raw material for food processing (canning,packing,trading) 
companies, cleaned on high quality equipment. 

As a company we a rated as a reliable and trustworhty supplier who always willing to make
extra effort for our clients. We always make sure the reliationship/trust betwen us and 
clients is on high level through well experienced personnel.

The most popular variety is White Medium Kidney bean called „Jas Karlowy” (Fagioli 
bianchi di spagna) in various calibrations, it us cultivated in our area large quantities.

The products we offer in next season (polish/english names) :

 White medium beans (Bianchi di Spagna) calibrations 
    80-90/100g, 90-100/100g, 100-120/100g, 120-140/100gr

 Red kidney bean calibration 180-230pcs/100g



 Large White Bean „Jas Piekny” calibrations:
50-60pcs/100g, 60-70pcs/100g, 70-80pcs/100g 

 White bean Alubia/Cannellini calibration 180-220pcs/100g 

 Our facilities

In our facilities we posses number of machines that help us in product 
handling, we perform de-stoning, soil removal, calibration, sorting and 
cleaning on sortex machine and as final step hand inspection on 
inspection table. The product is always in high quality and our clients are
very happy with cooperation with us.  

Below some pictures.



We pack products to the clients required specifications, usually it is 10kg, 25kg, 1000kg 
Big bags.  
 
Many years of experience in cooperation with agricultural producers results in buying raw 
material from farmers in our region with very high and stable quality parameters.

We offer you a quick and efficient service and stable supply of raw material. We put great 
emphasis on regularity and punctuality in cooperation.

If you believe the products we supply/offer, could be used by your company in any chain of
food processing, we will be more than happy to open a cooperation.  

We will also be happy to post some samples if this is required.

Hopefully we can stay in contact and open a cooperation in the future.

Kind regards 

Grzegorz Dobrowolski (english speaking)

email: info@ppzslawa.pl or info-slawa@wp.pl

Tel.mobile/WhatsApp  +48 691 759 397
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